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Washington Round-Up

up Oratorical Prize
Won Oy Memphis Girl .

Citizens Help Police
In Arrest Of Thugs

With the state and regional received a tiophy and $50 for
oratorical championships be- winning the district contest,
Residents of the neighbor- grabbed his pistol and tried
hind her, Miss Dorothy Jean 41,000 for capturing the reghood near Georgia and Wright to take it out of the holster,
17-Year-old daugh-.ional prize, and was presented
streets backed up their in- as -Patrolman Wheeler hung
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Grady ,$150 for top honors in the naterest in law and order early on to the weapon.
Williams of 1322 College St. tional competition.
Saturday morning by refusing
a
went on last week to win the
During the scuffle, Davis,
The winner gave part of the
to hide one man who had been Robinson and Butler attemptnational contest sponsored by
credit for her success to her
shot by police and by furnish- ed to turn the pistol on the
the Educational department of
teacher-trainers at Hamilton,
ing information which led to officer as it fired three times.
the International Benevolent
Miss Catherine Merriweather
the arrest of three others, and BROKE AND RAN
Order of Elks of the World
and Rev. W. A. Suggs. Printhe flight of a fifth man still
at the convention held in
The fight continued over
cipal Harry T. Cash told her
being sought.
Miami, Fla.
possession of the gun, and
that the victory was in keepsummoned
were
police
The
Miss Williams, a 1964 gradPatrolman Thurman
when
his philosophy,
with
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
ing
to the area when someone call- came to his partner's aid, they
uate of Hamilton High school,
"Nothing attempted, nothing
Washington Correspondent
drunka
that
reported
and
ed
was declared the winner in gained."
recovered it and the five men
en man and woman were!broke and ran as the police
competition with six other
sualomaalimmaimummamammiammo
Miss Williams_ will enter
standing in the street arguing. yelled for them to halt and
regional winners representing
Tennessee A&I State uniVer-1
Homicide Insp. E. C. Swann fired several shots.
Secrets! Secrets, Secrets!
, money it is safer to support all .50 states of the union.
said that after Patrolmen B. 0.
The Hamilton graduate won say later this month where
N.J.—'BOTH sides.
ATLANTIC CITY
As the men fled, Butler was
she plans to pursue a preWheeler and. J. B. Thurman
The hand of the President was . Assemblyman Mervyn Dia- the regional contest held here
struck in the left buttocks
medical course with a minor
were
in
unsuccessful
getting
which
19
July
on
Memphis
in
melly
of
California
in
was
very much in evidence in
the
in elementary education.
the pair to stop the dispute, and asked a resident of
Washington, D. C., last week !D.C. just before the Dems' qualified her to enter the nacomtnunity to hide him in his
homethe
of
Miami
process
the
see
in
to
were
In
they
subject
was
Her
contest.
tional
to
!flight
New
the
seaJersey
just before the Democratic
man refused.
Nations! Champion—Posing with her coaches, who helped
arresting them when five men house, but the
National Convention here in shore (may they never go "Lincoln and the Constitution." town girl win the top prize
her win lb- national prize in the oratorical contest sponAfter more cars arrived on
JackLaBlanche
came
cafe
Mrs.
who
were
a
left
just
had
81.200
WINS
again')
State
there
making
Atlantic City.
sored 1,y the Elks in Miami is Miss Dorothy Jean 1111the scene, others were arrestup and tried to stop them.
With the national champion- son, state directress of educaFirst, there was the not-so- . Department arrangements for
Ilams. Her teacher-coaches are Miss Catherine MerriweaFour who were later arrest- ed who were not connected
Miss Williams brought I tion; George W. Lee, grand
ship,
an
American
grant
Specialist
secret meeting of the Negro
ther and Re,. W. A. Suggs. members of the Hamilton High
ed were Freddie Lewis But- with the fight with the police,
her oratorical winnings for!commissioner of education, and
leaders held at the White;to represent this government
school ti colt
ler, 22, of 1357 S. Orleans; An- but who were found to be
up to $1,200, She Rodman Rockefeller.
summer
the
overseas.
House to discuss the Miss- !
drew Collins, 24, of 706 Her- carrying ice picks or knives.
is
he
to
Uniquely,
reported
issippi Freedom Party and !
nando; Clyde Robinson, 26, of "Our department investibe
first
the
foreign-born
other election matters.
Insp.
matter,"
the
1570 Morris; and Billy Len gated
(Trinioad, West Indies) Negr,
Then there was a REALLY!in the
Davis, 31, of 630 Williams st. Swann said, "and we found
California legislature
secret meeting at the SheraA fifth man has been identi- the citizens in that communiElliott Roosevelt, the son of
ton Park in which "Better FDR now a Florida
fied and is still being sought ty very cooperative. They do
resident
Dealers" representing various won a National
not condone that type of be'GREENWOOD. Miss. -- et! 1:3 Community Centers, by police.
Committeemetropolitan areas met at the • man seat by a wide
havior. Those on the scene
The Mississippi Summer Proj-'staffed by 61 workers, offering CURSED OFFICERS
margin
request of Michigan's Hobart However, he lost by 50,000
ect has ended and the Missis- literacy classes, art, music, As soon as the five came to were just spectators.
Taylor.
"Through their efforts," he
sippi Freedom Project has be- drama, recreation, health and the scene, they began cursing
votes in two predominately
purpose: Negro counties where the opmeeting's
The
child care programs, and li- and
using other obscene added, "police were able to
gun.
the assailants,
What should be done to pre- position had a ghost of a
The summer-long drive — braries. Two centers — in language with the intention Identify all of
whom are presently
of
four
arrest.
-Mileston
interfering
and
the
are
Allot any further municipal candidate by the name of
Harmony
with
of
stucollege
900
over
involving
W.breaks such as have oc- John F. Kennedy.
Patrolman Wheeler later re- under arrest, and a fifth stip
dents. doctors,. nurses, lawyers being built from the ground
but who is knovkir;
curred in Harlem, Rochester, Noel Day, executive direcand ministers — began June 21 up.by local people:and volun- ported that he told the ,inen at large
and Dixmoor.
to move away as the noise was and being sought."
tor of St. Mark Social Center
and ended this week. The Mis- kelt.
Butler, Davis and Robinson
Both white and Negro deal- in Roxbury, Mass., is a canattracting a number of the
sissippi Freedom Project, a 50,000 REGISTER
on
ers attended and had the didate for the seat in the
Over 55.000 Negroes register- people who were awakened were held to the state
continuation of the summer's
charges of assault and batearnest ear of White House U.S. House of Representatives
ed on "Freedom Registration" by the commotion.
work, began immediately.
Special Counsel on Civil against Speaker John McCorSuddenly, as Davis and Rob- tery and Collins is being held
Over 200 of the summer forms for the Freedom Dem"disorderRights, Lee White.
mack, vintage house leader.
ocratic, the group that suc- inson lunged at the officer, for a state charge of
Missisin
will
workers
stay
California, Oklahoma and
In this instance, it is the
cessfully challenged Mississip- Butler ran behind him and ly conduct."
perm83
the
join
They
sippi.
Pennsylvania were among the judgerneot of this columnist
anent staff members of the pi's all-white regular Demstates represented by the bro- that winning will not be so
Student Nonviolent Coordi- ocratic Party at the National
ther.
Worker
important for Social
nating Committee (SNCC) who Democratic Convention in AtLouis Martin, the deputy,Day as getting sound political
been working in Missis- lantic City.
have
chairman of the Democratic!experience and highlighting
Regular voter registration
sippi for the last three ..ears.
Committee. was in Atlantic! the housing and job deficefforts were not as successful.
office,'
national
SNCC
The
City but not in attendance.I iences
Massachusetts'
For instance, only 2 of the 123
located here through the sum- Leflora County Negroes who
Several others were miss- Negroes.
Atlanto
back
move
will
mer,
ing, making it evident that ' An orchid to Candidate for
took Mississippi's tortous regWilliams was carried to John
Two persons were stabbed
ta, Georgia.
only the big shots were need- 1 the House of Representatives
istration test between June to death in separate incidents Gaston hospital early Sunday
DR,
LUCAS
GEORGE
AREAS
FOUR
I Noel Day.
ed on this one.
and July became registered on Saturday and brought the morning and was pronounced
tour main voters In contrast 3,384 LeThe
Never let it be said that RESCUTTLEBUTT: Some
for the city dead on arrival.
rs registration, flore County Negroes register- 1964 homicide toll
PUBLICANS don't have their Negro delegates admitted beonly one of which KILLED OVER GIRL
30,
to
up
Community
too.
sessions
secret
ing disappointed in the pered on Freedom Registration has been a white person.
An argument about who
They met in Baltimore. Ibrmance of GEORGIA'S State
'Centers and political action
forms.
At 272 Guthrie, Mrs. Bar- was going to date a girl dewill continue.
There they planned to match Senator Leroy Johnson, who
SNCC workers hope to bara Clevella Williams, 21, was veloped Saturday night be"dollar for dol- began to tread water as soon
e
11imocrats
By the summer's end, there spread "Summer Project" ac- arrested and charged with tween Percy Lee O'Neil 26, of
and two dollars for each as the group wanted to make
were 41 Freedom Schools in tivities throughout other deep murder in the death of her 206 'Looney and Murray Dee
emocratic dollar "if neces- a DEFINITIVE statement on
20 communities throughout the South states also, especially husband, George Williams, Jr. Hawkins, alias "Smith," of no
sary" to win the election,
The church's power to cope Beatrice Donocho, Mrs. Rosa R.I state. Total enrollment was in Eastern Arkansas, Central
Freedom
Mississippi
the
after a fight which developed known address, and resulted
Among the top Republicans Democratic Party.
with the problems of today
Southwest Georover her staying away from in the knife killing of O'Neil.
Mickens, and Harold J. Wha- 2,165. There were 175 full-time Alabama and
there was one of the younger , Senator Johnson called the will be the theme of sermons i
been
have
drives
SNCC
gia
Freedom School teachers.
The dispute arose in the
home.
Fords. With their kind of Negro caucus at the Traymoor given by Dr. George W. Lucas,!hum
Summer workers .establish- underway for several years.
According to witnesses, Mrs. Firestone cafe, a n d after
- -;hotel (another bit of ancient pastor of Bethel Baptist church
Williams was chastised and friends kept the two from
I
Americana), and asked the when he appears nightly at
knocked down twice by her fighting inside the establishaccept the de- Avery Chapel AME church
husband for staying out all ment, Hawkins left in a car
i delegates to
cision of the Credentials Com- from Sept. 16-20.
night and leaving the children and O'Neil left on foot.
Dr. Peter G. Crawford, pasmittee, but it is alleged that
As O'Neil and a friend were
unattended. When she got to
his flowing words and wide tor of the church now observher feet the second time, she walking down North Bellevue,
faltered ing its centennial year, said that
gestures
sweeping
began knifing him in the chest. Hawkins got out of the car
Three residents of the Bing- upon a solid statement on he expects for ministers and
When police arrived at the and the two started fighting.
laymen of all denominations
hampton community and a Mississippi.
home, Mrs. Williams denied As the two came together,
Collierville man admitted to
MAJOR MEMOES: Gallant 1 to join his congregation in
having stabbed her husband, Hawkins stabbed O'Neil.
having participated in 30 burg- Miss Ella J. Baker, the co- hearing Dr. Lucas speak of
but confessed when several The victim was pronounced
laries in the Binghampton ordinator for the MFDP, is a ,"things not only present, but
witnesses told officers about dead at 12:50 a.m. Sunday at
community between June 1 native of Norfolk, Va . . . . things to come."
seeing them fighting in front John Gaston hospital. Police
Dr. Lucas has been describand Aug. 30 when they were Only two brothers were asked
are still seeking Hawkins.
of the house
the
of
"one
as
best preacharrested on last Sunday.
by their chiefs to attend the ed
of
pastors
and
geners
this
The four were Franklin signing of the anti-poverty
month old baby. The young
Wright 18, and Roy Lee Hale, bill at the White House, Will- eration," and is a world
mother said her husband took
traveler.
of 2878 Princeton, Charles iam Patrick of Detroit by
the sets.
During the meetings, Dr.
Dr. Andrew
Hunter, 25, of 2880 Princeton; Shriver and
Police became suspicious
said
the
various
Crawford
SecCommerce
by
and Richard Dennis, 31, of Brimmer
of her story because she made
will
church's
of
phases
power
New
.
.
.
.
Hodges
retary
Route 1, Collierville.
two calls to headquarters on
6
imkArrested. and charged with York's Dr. Grace Howell be examined.
the night of the supposed inALL
IN
AREAS
Miami
in
Elks
the
to
spoke
Weiving stolen property was
cident, and only a minute
church's
will
the
include
It
bigHEW
a
is
She
week.
this
2864
of
Otis Scurlock, 38,
, A 16-year-old mother, who and 15 seconds elapsed begie . . . .Some Dem biggies power to help implement new
Hale.
reported to the police that she tween the time she reported
legislation, new
legislation
After being arrested by Lts. wonder how much help Demwas criminally assaulted'by someone was breaking in the
designed for equality of opGeorge
handsome)
(and
ocrat
J. H. Wright and D. A. Moore,
youths who store and criminal assault.
Negro
'three
portunity and economic freegive
of
Smothers
will
Florida
the men admitted breaking
afterwards stole two televisHer parents have threatdom, to protect and reclaim
time.
this
ticket
national
the
Into as many as five establishson-in-law with arion sets from her father's
, the youth, to rebuild the
was
he
of
1960
In
accused
ments in a night and having
store at 306 S. Main St. on the rest unless the sets are rehome, to make government .
gotten from nothing to money having "gone fishing."
night of Aug. 25. cleared up e
at.he
turned.
tunie
better and to preserve world
and other valuables ranging
the matter last Thursday
peace.
as much as $1,000.
night by confessing to her
Services will start at 7:30
The men were reported to He Flew
Nagging Coughs
parents that she had lied.
p.m. each night.
have made statements and reThe Memphis Police deJackie Coogan, who plays
Members of the committee
ass among the hundreds of tots corning to partment said the girl said' HOLLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Georgia Avenue visitor — When Harold
enacted the crimes since their Uncle Fester in ABC-TV's sponsoring the
affair as a part
school for a few hours. Harold is a regular that her estranged husband, Horses, coughing from the des.
arrests.
"The Addams Family," spent of the church's centennial I Smith started out to school on registra. —411 are being held to the almost five
carrier of the Tri-State Defender, (MLR Bobby Williams, got her to r ert dust, are ruining "takes"
tion day last Thursday, his two-year-old
years as a pilot year are Norval B. Powell,
actin of the Shelby County with the Army Air Force dur- Prentis Goodman, Sr., Andrew
Photo)
brother insisted on going with hlm and
make up the story by threat- on the location filming of "The
Grand Jury.
ening to take their four- Reward" in Death Valley.
ing World War II.
J. Walker, James Eckles, Mrs

200 Freedom Volunteers Will
Remain In Miss;ssioui Area

Two Fatally Stabbed
As Violence Continues

Power Of Churc ooic
For Speaker At Avery

4

Ft.hi.reesii dtosrn_sevhotoel

Binghampton's
Burglars Nabbed
After 30 'Jobs'

Young Mother
Admits Hoax In
Assault' Claim
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Miss Yvonne Parham
Bride In Nashville
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Kindergarten At Parkway Offering Two Programs Now
Lnin D39tist
Dols
!
District Meet
tor

Pal kway Gardens Presby- ner of Ruzelle.
Women's Day the public Is
terian church opened its kin- Coleman Chapel's 'Bpi.
invited.
St Vincent De Paul Catho- with a corsage of white carnadergarten and day care center j Coleman
Chapel
C M E Rev. P. A. Hamilton is paslic Church, Nashville was the tions,
on Aug. 21, tut persons who Ichurch will observe annual
of the church.
setting recently for the weddwish to enroll their children Women's Day on Sunday
Following the ceremony,
The first annual session of there may still do
ing of Miss Yvonne Carolyn
so.
Sept.
27,
according
Mrs.
to
HOLLYWOOD — (UN) —
the Goodwill District AssoParham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thompson, entertained
The center has two pro- Lucille Stone, chairman of the Members
of "The Reward" mociation convened at Lane Ave.
Mrs. George Mason of 1367 with a dinner for her son and
grams: half day between 8 observance.
vie
bride.
Baptist church Aug. 24-30,
company filming in Death
On their return to
Orgill Ave., and Victor David his
a.m. and 1 p.m., and full day
A
tea
benefit
to
affair
the
Valley
Memphis,
special
the bride's parents
and a
feature was the between
Thompson, son of Mrs. Edwycomplained of a "cold
7:30 a.m. and 430 was held last Sunday at the wave"
nightly inspirational services
na Thompson of Nashville, entertained at a reception at
when the temperature
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis plunged from a high of
by the Rev. P. L. Rowe, pas- P.m.
Tenn. Officiating at the dou- their home.
142 to
Mrs.
McLin
Elnora
of
1116
Pl:
Chicago
Farwell
is
diFirst
of
tor
a
Baptist
ble ring ceremony was Father
low
of
110.
Church
Hostesses on this occassion
rector, and Rev. L. Franklin, The women will sponsor a
Chelsea.
0. M. Kenneth.
were, Mrs. Wandra H. Polk,
The pre-opening featured Ilaygood pastor of the church. baby contest at the church on
The bride chose a white suit . the brides aunt, Miss Barbara
the choirs of the association. The kindergarden is located Sunday, Sept. 20, which will
J
Davis Miss Delores Ann
and a headpiece of white orRev. W. M. Fields Jr., of at 1638 S. Parkway at the cor- be the last activity before
ganza veil with tiny flowers. Flynn, Miss Doris Stephens,
Volientine Baptist Church,
She carried a white carnation Mrs. Rosalyn Jones, both of
presented the message on
bouquet. The bride's mother Nashville; Mrs. Lorraine Well,
Monday night.
selected a costume of yellow and Mrs. Mattie J. Polk.
Starts Sat. Sept. 5
Other speakers were Rev.
and white for her daughter's
The bride received guests
C.
11. Williams of Jackson,
ONE BIG WEEK
wedding accented with a cor- wearing a floral print sheath
Tenn.. on Usher's Night Tuessage of white carnations. The and a white orchid presented
day;
Rev.
A.
C. Ware pastor
groom's mother dhose pink to her by her aunt, Mrs. Ber. of Morning Star Baptist,
and white which she wore tha Bowen.
Wednesday; Rev. C. J. Quinn,
C"
111S
'
:"1UDIOS
Zion Rock, Thursday, and "
Spouse Acts
Rev. J. W. Williams, moder' Way Back When
Louise Larrabee, who plays
ator, and host pastor on Friday night.
Nurse Carrie Fuller on In one of her earlier plays
WBBM-TV's daytime serial in the U. S., Cathleen Nesbitt,
Speakers last Sunday were
Rev. A. D. Smith of the True
"Search for Tomorrow," is the WBKB-TV's
Farmer's
The
wife of John Baragrey, who
Light Baptist, who gave the.
plays Arthur Rysdale on the Daughter's," Aunt Agatha, apradio sermon at 2 p.m., and
daytime drama "The Secret peared with John Barrymore
Rev. E. L. McKinney, pastor )
Storm." Their programs on- , in his first Broadway drama,
who spoke at 3 p.m.
ginate in adjoining studios.
Officers of the Goodwill ,
Jahn Galsworthy's "Justice."
Session are Rev. J. W. WillOFF TO COLLEGE
iams, moderator, Rev. A. C.
Ware, secretary; Rev. E. .
31iss Twyla Miles is shown as she boarded a train headed
Ii
MeFinney, treasurer, and Mrs.
for an exciting first year at college. She will be attending
VPrettf64
Eddie
Lou
Blanton
reportcr.
a Catholic Institution, Mount Saint Scholastic at AtchiTea Held On Lawn 14 pt.
son, Kansas. A 'member of the Coettes, she is a June
lVi
ttSUCLOCA0
Members of Greater Mido
gradlhate
of
Vather
Bertrand
High
School.
She
is
the
be
•• t.I.I Kr '
die Baptist Church presented .
daught,r of Mrs. Charlesteen Miles, 713 Luey.—(Hooks
zi "Four Seasons Tea" on the
phota
lawn of Rev. B. L. Hooks, the
There
— —
---,pastor, at 1360 S. Parkwayl
is
more
lEast last Sunday.
than
Got a home you want to sea,
one way
an apartment you want to rent,
PAOM —
or a car for sale? Do you need
to kill
f
a job?
VC
a Man!
The Tri-State Defender can
Kindly send me the Tri-State
put the buyer in your lap in
A musical program, featuralmost
nothing flat.
ing some of the city's outstancl-'
Defender to address below
It matters not what you want,
jing vocal talent, was presented'
Th. IMPALAS
ADAl•
to sell, toe Tri-State Defender'
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 last Sunday afternoon at Bethel
Th• LAR-GOIS
can help you convert the Nor-1
AME church as one of the ac.
#Z25.
SNOW
STOPPERS
chandise into cold, green cash.!
EVIRY SUNDAY
i tivities preceding Women's'
For a special time, the Trii
1(00 P.M. TN?
Day Sept. 13.
THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
State Defenoer is offering a
VARIETY SNOW
Among the artists present'
service
to pereons who want to
timtrring
TO
were Lee Cunningham, Harry,
sell goods or services through
RINI "10 1.101" NILLIR
Winfield and his Ensemble,,
want ads.
MU!ICC Fess Hulbert. M C
Harold Whalum, Eleanor Cole,I
The minimum price is 50
Laura Green the Morning View
PLUS—Brian Keith in "TUE RAIDERS"
cents for two lines a week.
Male Chorus, Willie Benford
WE ARE SERVING FOOD NOW
Street Address
Take advantage of the TSD's
Zone No.
and Santee Gholston.
BLUE MONDAY—EVERY MONDAY
, reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Rev.
Cry
Stole
James Gleese is pastor'
Velma Hal at 526-8397 or 574I of the church at 626 Wicks ave.1
1198.
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WEDNESDAY
FLAMINGO ROCA

0,...-MIES
- FREE

New Subscription Order

8till9 FR.EE

I 9till10 Acirn.75F

IRS. t
TSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash

'Musicians Perform
Al Bethel Church

"
10'TILL?
1404•44
‘

s,.„,11E MARVIN • ANGIE DICKINSON
JOHN CASSKTES i RON4 REAGAN

.16rietu_,

Pit(rtainment-

FARMER'S
MARKET
Store No. 1
2861 Lamar
24 Hrs. Per Day
[We Never Close)

Store No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M.
till Midnight

'62 OLDS
$2195
4 dr. 'IsS". white with blue
interior, Power steering,
power brakes, factory air.
28,000 actual rniies. Extra
slaty!
'59 BUICK
$1395
Electra 225, 4 dr. hardtop.
Sky blue, full power and fact,ry air. Extra sharp:
'63 BUICK
$2995
Sa,bre 4 (1r. hardtop.
Light green. beige interior.
Full pnwor and factory air.
Ono owner. Like new.
'62 CADILLAC •
$3295
Sedan. Light green Full
power and air A real putt.
'60 CADILLAC
$2295
convertible. Red with new
white nylon tnp, red loather
intet tor. Full power. Real
chart,:

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
Factory-anprovcrl I ,ir.-anfy argilable ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Union—JA 6.8207 or JA 7-9880
Open Evenings

SOUTHLAND GREYPTIO PARK
C.

J. UPTON
FRESIDENT
•••••••••••

ADMISSION
25c

•

BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER

POST TIME 8:00 P. M.
RACING THRU

. . . .-....„...... !I
- -..
MATINEE
'VERY SAT.
i:30 P.M.

OCT.20

'',....,_
SORPY NO --*"..-..„
, MINtRS
N"
PV,

•

DOs'+'NTC.WN
-

Through Kool's pure white filter
comes the most refreshing coolness
you can get in any cigarette.
INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS

Big,C) —10th & 11th Races
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'59 CADILLAC
$1995
SedFn. Blue with white top.
Full power and air. Extra.
sharp:
'59 CADILLAC
$1995
Fleetwood. Full power and
air Jet blarl. Extra sharp!
'60 CADILLAC
$2295
Sedan. 2 to choose front.
Full power and air. Extia
sharp!
'61 CADILLAC
$2995
Sedan. 2 to choose from. Full
power and air. Both in extra
good condition.
'62 CADILLAC
$3295
S,A,IN.
to I'M..
Full pow.
and air. A dre,..os,
'62 CADILLAC
$3495
Fa.etwood. 2 to choose from,
Fill power and air, Exce.ient condition.
'63 CADILLAC
$4.95
S,rlan. Turquoise. Full power
'nit air Ono owner. Like
new.
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SOME TEACHERS IN THE TEACHERS will be seen this
COUNTYThave still not re- week by a number of the
from
covered from the shock of be- youngsters returning
ing transferred. Some had summer vacations. The wig
stayed so long at one school trade has been doing a brisk
until they thought they were business over the summer
‘entitled to "squatters rights." months, and some of the womJAMES IRWIN has his work en who left school three,
cut-out for him, now that the months ago were scarely reNational Democratic Conven- cognizable when they showed
tion is over. As chairman of up last week.
FUNERAL HOME NOT FOR
the Shelby County Executive
he AUCTION. A few calls came
Democratic Committee,
must attempt to deliver Shel- in last week about the notice
by County to the Democratics of sale of a funeral home near
the downtown area slated for
in the November Election,
THE COLUMN "Notwith- 12 p.m. on Sept. 2, "to be sold
standing" will not appear for for cash to the highest bidder."
the next several works be- The notice, which appeared on
cause the author of that col- page one of The Daily News,
umn,Thaddeus T. Stokes, is on has been cancelled, we have
been informed.
vacation.
BISHOP PRINCE A. TAYWE PREDICT that police
will soon stop harassing white LOR, who pronounced the
persons who desire to patron- benediction at the Demoize Negro operated nite spots. cratic Convention in Atlantic
After all, we are suppose to City, N.J., last Thursday night,
be integrating all public ac- is the brother of Wilbur Taylor who lives here in Memcommodations.
NEW LOOK ON OLD phis at 1606 S. Parkway East.

Committee
A revised, expanded and re- former member of the ChiC. C. Spaulding, vice presi- !titled version of a popular cago Defender staff and now
The faculty staff and stuto
guide to places significant
. a member of the company's'
.
•
•
dent. general counsel and
staff.
services
member of the board of now available from its oil creative
Springs, Miss., will begin the
directors of the North Caro- company publisher.
Tennessee sites on the list 1964-65 school year on Sept.
lina Mutual Life Insurance The second edition of the
16 with their eyes on the conare W. C. Handy park in,
company, was notified recent- American Oil company's book
struction of three new builduniversity
Fisk
and
Memphis,
ly of his appointment to the entitled "American Traveler's
ings.
Executive Committee of the Guide to Negro History" de- and Meharry Medical College
Constructions of the two
Nashville.
in
Bar
National
association for scribes a dozen sites that were
dormitories' by a Memphis
1q64-65.
construction firm began last
not included in the first.
Spaulding was also reapWednesday, and the buildpublication
40-page
The
pointed to the American Bar also contains a number of ne
ings will house 196 students.
Association's Committee on illustrations
The two-story dormitories,
available
not
taxation of insurance com- when the first edition was
in Georgian style and air conW
panies. He recently returned published in 1963 under the
ditioned are scheduled for
to Durham from Baltimore title of "American Travelci
by
September
completion
where he was present for an , Guide to Negro Monument,.''
1965.
NBA meeting Aug. 19-22. as American Oil's contributim,
The construction of the
Before then he had been at,to the celebration of the 100th
Principal A. Di Miller of the ! $400,000 science building is
the ABA meeting in New anniversary of the EmancipaBooker T. Washington Evening continuing on schedule and
York City.
tion Proclamation.
school this week announced the the contractors are currently
He is the eldest son of the LARGER BOOKLET
dates for registration and pouring concrete for the top.
late C. C. Spaulding, third
"The title has been chang- classes at the school at 716 S. It will be ready for the second
president of the North Caro- ed," the introduction notes, Lauderdale.
semester of the 1964-65 school
lina Mutual, and a graduate "because this larger booklet
Registration for high school year.
I of Clark University in Wor- calls attention to some sites
Dr. Earnest A. Smith, preswas Aug. 31 and Sept. 1 with
cester, Mass.,. and St. John's that are not, by strict definon Sept. 2. ident of the college, anbegining
classes
School,
Law
University
ition shrines for monuments. Trade and Industrial: Sept. 8. nounced the opening calendar
Brooklyn, N.Y.
They are, though, places that
Elementary registration: as follows.
have special relevance to the Sept. 10, 15, with classes start- 1.acutly Institute: Sept. 84
Fresman Orientation and
proud part that Negroes have ing on Thursday, Sept. 17.
Registration, Sept. 10-15
played in our nation's hisVocational: registration Sept.
Upperclassmen Registration:
tory."
14 with classes starting on
Sept. 14-15
It was written for Ameri- Sept. 16.
Classes Begin: Sept. 16
can Oil by Robert H. Elliott,

Principal Gives
Schedule For BT
Eveling School

RESERVIST WINS AWARD
An award certificate and $250 in cash were presented to
Sgt. Arthur L. Patterson of the 920th Carrier Group.
Memphis, for a suggestion "which concerns changing the
hose real inlet valves on R-2 Refuelers, based on major
and broad factors of the Intangible scale." Shown presenting him the certificate is Col. William J. Johnson, Jr..
commander of the unit.--)USAF Photo)

Reservist Wins $250
ward For Suggestion

National leans.
CHICAGO—The
Jesse Hill, Jr., actuary of
Insurance Association, a trade
Atlanta Life Insurance corngroup of 47 Negro-owned life puny of Atlanta, was named
has chairman. Atty Earl B. Dickcompanies,
(Insurance
called on members and their erson of Chicago, president of !
employees to support voter r Supreme Life Insurance corn- I Technical Sergeant Arthur former Miss Willine Wright,
among 'puny, and author of the res- L. Patterson, currently on a and their three children, Mardrives
registration
olution, was named co-chair- two-week active tour of duty garet, Ronald and Erma Jean, YEAH, YOU GUYS, SEE!
Negroes.
at 3178 Winslow Rd., Mem!
.
The action was authmized man.
with the 920th Troop Carrier phis.
Touch-looking Atty. Cecil Moore,
•
emphasizes
The
head of the Philadelphia branch
in a resolution adopted during
Metropol- IN TWO WARS
that voter registration efforts Group at Memphis
of the National Association for
the organization's 44th arm- , be non-partisan.
itan airport, has won a specHis active duty service in the Adavncement of Colored
ual convention in Philadelphia 8,000 TO HELP
ial incentive award for a sug- World War II in the European People, holds an impronitu news
last month. It got underway! In operation, an estimated gestion
on procedure for earned for him a Bronze Star conference over the three-day
with the appointment of a 8,000 field employees of NIA ! refueling aircraft more effic- medal and the Purple Heart.
outbreak of rioting in that City
by
.
ten-member committee
Patterson is a Baptist, a of Protherly Love. Moore ap•
.companies will urge members iently.
Johnson,
J.
Atty. Bejamin
of over a millicn Negro
Sgt. Patterson's suggestion, Mason, a member of National pears so tough that even his
NIA president of New Or- households to register in time which
adopted Grand Orient and a former teeth seem to part to accept the
been
has
for the presidential election, world-wide by the U.S. Air student at Manassas High stogie that Juts from between
if they have not already done Force, received a $250 cash
his jaws. (UPI)
school.
SO.
award along with a certificate
eman
is
he
life
civilian
In
Committee members have of recognition.
j Led Dancers
been requested to cooperate
A veteran of 20 years and Ploye of the 920th Troop i
with national, regional and reserve service, Sgt. Patter- Carrier Group at Memphis Jack Donohue, producerdirector of 'The Lucy Show,"
local organizations engaging son lives with his wife, the Metropolitan airport.
formerly was a film dance diBethel AME church will in similar non-patisian efforts,
'Theatre of Operations and
from MGM, Paramount
be host to the South Mem- and copies of the resolution
;again in the Korean War rector
and 20th Century-Fox.
phis Missionary Institute when have been sent to the head- Car Buff
members assemble there on quarters of the civil rights
Mickey Rooney's 17-year-old
Sept. 28.
and voter registration organson, Tim, ho plays his son on
•Members met recently at the izations.
series
SALESMEN! SALESMEN!
St. Andrew AME church with
A Memphian, George W. WBKB-TV's new comedy
Mrs. E. Paul Beavers in charge. Lee, a vice president of the "Mickey," calls tinkering with
The lesson was taught by Mrs. Atlanta Life Insurance corn. his car his prime hobby.
Needed At Once, 6 Energetic Salesmen. Neat In
Velma Sherman.
many, is a member of the
Appearance and Interested I n Making Up to 6150.00
The theme was "The Chris- committee for the Southern
Per Week. Car Essential. Salary Plus Commission
tian Mission in Southern Asia." area.

Mission Group To
Meet At Bethel

DOCTORS, LAWYERS, PASTORS

NOTE

Three Bui/dings
Going Up On
Rust's Campus

C. C. Spaulding New Traveler's Guide Lists
Appointed To More Negro History Sites
NBA

i'DOWN FRONT!

Insurance Men To Aid
In Voter Registration
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CAN YOU USE
MORE

While In Training.
Apply 1940 SOUTH LAUDERDALE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Ask For Mr. L. C. SCOTT or
Mr. JAMES SHANNON

SINCE 1916 - 1964

GRIGGS BUSINESS
COLLEGE

DON'T

Registration -Sept. 4, 5, 1964
Opening - Sept. 1, 1964

STOP

New Class in Real Estate
Salesmanship
Retail Merchandising
Day & Nite Classes
Modern Electric Typewriters

NOW!

GRIGGS Is Accretited By
The Accrediting Commission For Business Schools
Detroit, Michigan
527-4917

492 VANCE AVE.

SAM COOKE
SHOW

CITY AUDITORIUM

NORTH HALL

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING

6975 NAVY ROAD
South East Corner of Navy
at Sledge Rd.

'WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
Gil POIIIRINTIAL
SERVICE'

PEST

•

2 Bath,
/
4 Bedroom Brick Home, 31
Electric Kitchen, Large Living Room,
Wood Fireplace,City Sewers,
Water & Electricity
Hardwood Floors Throughout
FA 4-4138

JA 5-4288

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS -RATS
Licensed and Bonded

CH SERVED DAILY

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
FOR A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
ENROLL NOW
FOR FALL SEMESTER

0 THE GENERA

COURSES:

•

FEATURING

The VALENTINO'S IT'S ALL OVER NOW
BROWN,BEATLES
ERNIE FIELDS

ACCOUNTING
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL
STENOGRAPHIC
(Evening Classes Only)

15 PIECE ORCHESTRA

FRI. N1TE, SEPT. 4th,
TICKETS ON SALE

SPECIAL SUBJECTS AVAILABLE
REGISTRATION-SEPTEMBER 8-9
CLASSES BEGIN --SEPTEMBER 10

POP‘11-erk
)
110.

P tka'S
pil.0111°

G01-5SWIC‘I t

(We participate in the National Defense Student Loan Program)

GEN. ADM. Sr

HEAR SAM

Henderson Business College,Inc.
• • 530 LINDEN AVENUE

Accredited by Accrediting Commission for Business Schools

526-4756

BOX SEATS Sr RES. SEATS $25°

MISSISSIPPI BLVD.

COOKE

Sing TENNESSEE WALTZ
And LET THE GOOD TI7S ROLL

Pillow St. CME
Women Planning
For Sept. 13

•

a member of the Booker T.'period for first-year, student',
Washington High school facul- Sept. 11-12.
•
ty a n d accompanist for the
Upperclassmen register Sept.
Teen Town Singers
11-12, and all classes for the
chMrs.
first semester will begin Sept.
chairman 'of
Masseys
observance,
and Mrs. Mary Massey, secre- 14.
tary. Rev. H. C. Walker is pastor of the church.
IP work, U

Residents of the Northeast other ministers participatim2.
arly•
Memphis and Hollywood corn- in the funeral program weli.
Annual Women's Day will be
6 Months on Job Qualifies
munities were saddened re- Revs B. T. Hopkins, L. L
at
held
the
Pillow
Street
CME
oently with the death of Mrs.
OVER 75 CARS FROM
church at 1590 Pillow it. on
Novella Morgan Brookins of
Sunday, Sept. 13, and t h
$99 To $899
1611 Carpenter St., on Aug. 16:
theme will be "Women
Final rites were held on WedAnswering the Call of Unself$5 DOWN $5 wEEK
nesday, Aug. 19, with Rev. E.
ish Service to Christ."
L. Slay officiating at SummerALL MAKES—COLORS
Mrs. Lela K. Boykin, Avon
A two-day meeting for faculfield Baptist church.
and BODY STYLES
manager for District 654 will ty and staff members of LeMrs. Brookins had been a
See m• personally or call only
give the messne at 11 am., Moyne College is scheduled for
member of Summerfield fi,!
and Mrs. Catherine Rivers Sept. 8-9, it was announced
GENE WILDER
25 years and was active in
Johnson will be the speaker at this week by President Hollis
church work until she became
Hoehn
the
3
p.m.
Chevrolet
program.
F. Price.
ill in March of this year.
Mrs. Johnson who is in de370 Union Ave. JA 7.4170
Freshman will register Sept.
After having served amand as a speaker before 10, followed by an orientation
church pianist for a number
of years, Mrs. Brookins played
NOW the beauty secret of women who core ... comes to MEMPHIS!
the organ for the past 25 years,
and was music advisor and organist for the youth.
She was a Sunday school
teacher and for the past eight
years served as superintendent of the children's division
of the Sunday school, was MRS. NORMA BROOKINS
pianist for the kindergarten Laws, L. M. Morganfield, E.
and engaged in Christian ed- Bates, and A. E. Campbell. '
ucation in other parts of the SURVIVORS
* A phone call now will bring a Starlight representative to
A native of Clarksdale,
city and state.
the home at your convenience.
Miss.,
she
was the daughter of
SEVERAL TALENTS
• Cosmetics for every beauty need
the
late
Mr.
and
Mrs. George
In addition to her talent as
• Home remedies for better health
a musician, Mrs. Brookins was Washington.
• Sundries of every description.
Her
survivors
included
her
also an outstanding seamsEXTRA EARNINGS!
husband, Rev. Leon Brookins,
tress and ceramicist.
Men 'end women can work full or part time
"DIRECT TO YOU" SALE
Music for the funeral pro- pastor of Summerfield Bapingnotionally-accepted Starlight products
an Alumni citation from the Alumni As• KEEPS STARLIGHT COSTS
gram included a solo by Mrs. tist church Leon Brookins Jr., Rev. John Charles Mickie, pastor of Secin own neighborhood or area. For dependable
income
CALL
Memphis 398-3050 for comThelma Bailey and selections Los Angeles; a daughter, Mrs. ond Congregational church and personnel
WITHIN YOUR REACH
sociation President Eugene A. Schneider,
plete information.
Lillie Bolton Brookins, a mem- counselor for LeMoyne college,
by the choir
Have a Starlight of Miami representativel
center. Dr. Micele was a member of Its
was among
Hair Pressing Creams; Shornpoos;Oir, Egg or
ber
of
the
Park
Hyde
ElemenResolutions from the church
Medicated Tar; Deodorant-Cream, Roll-On or
call at your home or write to address below:
those honored during the summer by the
class of 1939. Rev. Percival Clifford Packer,
and its auxiliaries were read tary school faculty, and other
Spray; Hand Lotions; Powder.Pr•ssed or
Alumni Association of the Chicago Theoleft, who graduated in 1914, also received
Loose; Lipstick-Special Shades; Perfumes
by Johnny Williams, and ac- relatives.
CALL Memphis 398-3050
and Colognes.•
logical Seminary. Dr. Mickle, right, receives
a citation.—(Corona Studios)
knowledgements given
by Interment was in New Park
P. 0. Box 16334, Memphis 16, Tenn,
Mrs. Lucille Joyner.
cemetary. J. 0. Patterson FunAside from Rev. E. L. Slay, eral home was in charge of
She is being sponsored by Norway Location
who delivered the eulogy, arrangements.
the Junior and Senior Mattie
E. Coleman Circles of the Mis- HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Prosionary Society. The public is ducer-director Anthony Mann
invited. Mesdames Ernestine has received Norwegian
governCohran and Irma L. Ivy are
advisors for the groups. Rev. ment permission to film "The
William Smith is the Minister Unknown Battle" on location in
of the.church.
that country later this year.
E. Isabel will appear in recital Sunday, Sept. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Marilyn Isabel, daugh- Miss Isabel is a 1961 graduter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence ate of Melrose High School,
she is attending Tuskegee InBEAUTY SHOP
stitute, Tuskegee, Ala., on a
4-year scholarship from Dixie- 519 Vance Ave. 527-7750
COMPLETE BEAUTY
mart.
SERVICE
As a member of the Choir,
Manicuring and Facials For
she won a medal as best acMEN and WOMEN
Back to School Special on
tress in the production, "Bells
HAIR STYLES
Are Ringing," and sang on the
"SPECIAL"
White House lawn during the
Christmas Tree lighting. She PERMANENTS were 516.50
toured the Eastern states and
NOW 12.50
upon her return was over"F R E E"
whelmingly elected "Miss Tus- With the Price Of A Permanent
kegee" by the student body. these are the styles wears offering
•Conditioning
During her three years there, •Hair Styling
•Hair Cuts
she has held such titles as,
every Monday
We Specialize in Setting Wigs
"Tune in Channel '13 WH8Q playing T.V.
"Miss Veterans Administration
WE HAVE OPENING for
fun
hove
Automobile,
Furniture
and
Friday
thru
Hospital," "Miss Choir," and
Beauty Operator
game every week
Signature
Bingo; There is a new
BOOTHS FOR RENT
"Miss Junior." She is an eleevery
There Is a reason why people
Completely
Modern
Shop
get a FREE Bingo Card $50.00
mentary major and a member
you
ond
Ilk. to do business with us. You,
Star.
Air Conditioned
Big
at
out
check
of the class of 1986.
time you
too, will like our courteous treatJackpot every day
She is a member of the Miswill be added to the
ment and desire to help you.
T.V. Bingo Sponwinner!
MISS MARILYN ISABEL
sissippi Blvd. S. D. A. church.
'Open
Thursday and Friday
'until there is a
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
are ineligible to
families
at Collins Chapel Christian where she is a member of the
sors and their
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Methodist Episcopal Church, choir and active when in the
Bingo.
T.Y.
play
DIXIE FINANCE Co.
Washington at Orleans Street, city.
Home Owned
Horne Operated
Ail ..oiors and Colo*
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Combinations
DIXIE
P.M.
i100 A.M. to 11:30
Badges for Ushers and
FINANCE COMPANY

Sing At Collins CME

NEED
CASH!
iagt
aler

CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW or USED
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE
VERY BEST PRICES

PraonirotionS

EVERYBODY'S
PLAYING
T.V. BINGO

"We like to say yes to your
loan request"
Erroolned and Supervised by

CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
NOR,Fors, Comm. Tablet

'63 BUICK

Lower* Prices Available
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

S'z99.3

La Sabre 4 dr. ha d top.
Light green, beige intwrinr.
Full powor and factory air.
One owner. Like new.

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 II St.,,11.1. 63 Whitehall St., S.W.
Washington 2,11.C. Atlanta], Georgia

'62 CADILLAC •

•HOEHN TRUCK CENTER

Sedan.

Light

$3295

green

Full

power and air A. real puff.
'60 CADILLAC

52295

Convertible. Red with now
white nylon top, rod lwathor
inteilor. Full power. Real
Otarp:

Iuuuuuisi
ilIftIllIlIl
111111111111
"II man

AT Yi

.CART

•-,.anty available ONLY
Cadillac dealer
-8207 or JA 7-9880
Evenings

GO BY B

3 PARK

• It's C 8:00 P. M.

rgrounds coupons at
worth 100 on any
on any Kiddielond

Th
ade in the J.S. Govt. ,ispe:teJ
. kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

248 Von

• AeL

•
6

"YOUR Company Melee
C.ttttt Whet

—

ondful ond have fun
row.
, Fairgrounds!

and ap
heir d,
son of
Meado
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Memphia* n Will Claim Texas Bride Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Bry- Wedding has been set
for Sun. Mr.,Meadows is a graduate He is presently
studying for a
aht of Mt. Pleasant, Texas!
day, September 6.
1' of Tennessee State university!Ph. D. degree in Music Meetannounces the engagement
Miss Bryant attended Ken_ and the University of Illinois tion.
and approaching marriage of
Aitheir daughter, Miss Lena Fay,tucky State and is a member land holds a Master of Science! The couple plan to
Hys in
wiryant, to Eddie S. Meadows, of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. degree. He is a member of'Marihall, Texas where
Mr.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry . She pans to study
further atiPPPa Alpha Psi and Phi Mu Meadows will teach at Wiley
Meadows, 1545 Ethlyn Ave., Wiley college, Texas.
Alpha Sinforium fraternities. College.

Welcome to the club
Say hello to Gilbey's "Li'l Frosty." He's the
newest and
smartest half-pint bottle in the business. The
bottle
that's getting a warm welcome everywhere.'Cause
he
holds worldifamous Gilbey's Gin ... the mild,
dry gin
that never lets you down. Invite "Li'l Frosty"
to join your club and watch how he cheers up
the place.

new .2-pint bottle
of Gilbey's Gin.

DAVIS-PRUDENT WEDDING PARTY
Members of the wedding party attending Miss Elizabeth
Prudent during her marriage to Ivan IL Davis
posed for
Billy Duncan, the photographer, following the ceremony

Two Appointed
To Tougaloo's
English Dept.

in the sanctuary of Mississippi blvd. Christian church.
Officiating at the ceremony wits Rev. John Uharics Mickle,
pastor of Second Congregational church.

, New York

t hC Evangeliedl
Seminary at San Juan, Puerto

She completed her master's
degree at the University of
Michigan. She has bee n ;
Two in ii inStructors have tr.acher of English and Social
.s.en appointed to teach in the studies at Saint Mary's County
Department of English at Tou- Board of Education, Leonardgaloo college this fall. An- town, Maryland.
nouncemenI was made today by
Mr. Rohrbaugh received his
Dr. A. D. Reittel, president of bachelor's degree at West Vir
the college. They are Miss Jeni• ginia Wesleyan College, Bucklu Richie
n d Raymond L. hannon, West Virginia, and hi.,
Rohrbaugh.
master's degree from Ohio UM
Miss Richie is a graduate of versity, Athens, Ohio. He is a
• PROOUCT OF list. • DISTILLED LONDON
Memphis State University and candidate for the Ph.D. degree
DRY SIN • 90 PROOF • IRA GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
• W. & A. 6ILBEY, LTD. •DISTRIBUTED SY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS COMPANY, NEW YORK Mfg has pursued graduate work atiat the State University of
Union Theological Seminary in'Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa.

PILCHER'S
VENETIAN BLINDS
CLEANING & REPAIR SERVICE
NEW BLINDS MADE TO ORDER
413 Scott St

458-9289

Mite Life in Memphis - The Best in fine foods
and live Entertainment

I AIR-CONDITIONED

1385 THOMAS ST.
526-9391

FINE FOODS
Stelaks,

IA

Salads,

èH

Sea Foods
LUNCH SERVED DAILY

MALUNDA'S

BAR-B-Q- KING

RESTAURANT

HAWKIN'S GRILL

Visit MALUNDA'S
TAIL 0' THE COCK ROOM

1247 E. McLEMORE AVE.

STEAKS-CHOPS-SEAFOODS-LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

948-9100

•

1450 GAITHER ST.

CATERING TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

VARITIES OF FOODS
ENJOY THE COOL
ATMOSPHERE OF

FOUR WAY
Lounge & Dining Room
998 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.

948-9294

WH 8-8270
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Social Leaders
The call on the Chicago teachers to work as social leaders in
implementing school integration
is timely and wise. There is no
greater moral issue before the
American people today than the
position of the Negro in the context of the American society.
Carl Megel, president of the
American Federation of Teachers, spelled out this obligation
when he told the union at its
annual convention that "as
teachers, we must do more than
recite the platitudes taught in
the classroom or enunciate the
ideals professed thruout our profession.
"We must become social leaders guiding a fearful and uninformed community to tolerance.
Now that we have the (civil
rights) law, implementation becomes the major essential.
"An active program to prevent
demonstrable bias will attack

the problem at its educational
inception."
These are fine words that
should have a considerable psychological impact on those who
i..re charged with the responsibility of imparting knowledge to
the young.
The imbalance which has
been the target of sharp criticism
is not limited to Negro pupils.
Negro teachers also are segregated. Regardless of academic preparation, teaching experience or
tutorial skills, Negro teachers
are thought to be fit to teach
only Negro pupils.
This type of thinking persists
and finds its reflection in the
density of the population of the
racial-minority teachers, and
their regimented distribution in
the school community.
Perhaps a little help from the
'leachers' union might clear the
path to bi-lateral integration.

Orchids For FBI
But for the untiring efforts of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the search for the killers
of the three civil rights workers, and the shot-gun murderers
cf the Washington educator
would have been in vain.
Local authorities in Mississippi and Georgia had had ample
time and facilities to unearth
substantive evidence. Instead,
they went about the business of
looking for clues and culprits
with a laissez-faire attitude of a
Sunday-school picnic.
Yet, these are the people who
inveigh against Federal interference at any level; who shout
that local government is competent and honest enough to solve
its own problem.
Publisher Ralph McGill of the
Atlanta Constitution, himself a
Southerner, raised that same
question in his syndicated column. "Let us review," he said,
"also the examples of racial and
regional prejudice that seem to
have been at work in a few jury
rooms across the past decade

and ask what damage has been
done to our system of justice.
What about local responsibility
to the law and its processes."
Local law enforcement officers, as a rule, do not welcome
the FBI. In Mississippi, Federal
investigators met not only with
hostility, but rudeness and unconcealed defiance.
It is an attitude that gives incontrovertible ground for the
view that Southern law enforcement officers are interested neither in law nor in order where
Negroes are concerned.
Instead of cooperating with
the FBI, they put every possible impediment in its path. In
such a climate, the Federal officers are forced to work alone to
make sure that their investigation is not headed for a blind
alley. The result is that more
and more local cases are solved
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Director J. Edgar Hoover and his men deserve a few
orchids.

Resigned Mississippi
Accepts Integration
BILOXI, Miss. — (UPI) — Mississippi desegregated its first public schools in an atmosphere of resignation after years of resistance.
Sixteen Negroes were accepted in four elementary
schools in this historic coastal city, where stately.
moss covered oaks bend to the blast of low-flying
jet planes at a nearby air force
base, and by 10 A. M. CST 14 story building
surrounded by
were in first grade classes.
ancient oaks.
There were no incidents.
The mother of one of the small
It was in sharp contrast to Negroes entering Dukate later
the rioting that claimed two told a reporter: "Everything is
lives when Negro James Mere- O.K., but it ain't over yet."
dith enrolled at the University
of Mississippi at Oxford on Sept.
30, 1962.
Seventeen Negroes had registered for classes at Biloxi, one
of four Mississippi cities or. LOS ANGELES
—2(U P 1) —
dered by the emir, to make a Negro
Louis Lomax has
start toward desegregation this chargedAuthor
that civil rights leadfall. One was rejected, however, ers betrayed
when it was learned that the ing to controltheir cause by failchild's parents live outside the in Philadelphiathe current riots
.
state.
"Where were the Negro leadWhite parents sat in their ers
— who appear daily on telecars in the vicinity of the four vision
Biloxi schools lung after their people as the spokesman of their
— when the riots start.
children bad entered but there
was no attempt to interfere ed?" Lomax asked at a meetwhen the Negro :•oungsters ap- ing to organize opposition to
peared and walked shyly hold- Proposition 14 on the November
ing their pareLts' hands into ballot. The initiative would repeal the Rumford Housing Act
the schools.
At one of the schools, a white in California. The act forbids
man stood since early morning discrimination in housing,
awaiting the arrival of the Ne- "Many of you (civil rights
groes. After they disappeared leaders) get on the freedom
Inside, the man told a reporter: train jest In time to get on
"Yeah. I saw them go in." Then TV," the author said.
Lomax said that if so-called
be turned and walked away.
Seven Negroes entered Col.- Negro leaders wanted true
enflo, three other; 5egan class- leadership they must go into
es at Leper Elementary and "the homes, poolrooms, and if
four entered Dukate, an old two necessary, the dens of iniquity."

Says Leaders
Betrayed Negro

Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Back To School
It has been remarked that
this is the first society to make
child rearing a full-time lifelong occupation. It is also the
first society not only to be directly influenced but directly
guided by schools.
Not only has virtually everyone in the urban areas of the
community gone to school, but
virtually everyone has children
who go to school. Everyone supports the school system and a
large percentage of people volunteer their services to aid the
system, either as PTA members,
or as helping mothers, or as car
pool directors.
Certainly a good proportion of
the central issues in our society
revolve around the schools, from
Supreme Court decisions to taxcutting plans.
If the folks didn't buy goingback-to-school clothes, the industry would be millions of dollars poorer every year. Everyone
who sits before a Sunday television program, cheering his
professional football team knows
that each of these men learned
their trade in college.
In an age when a small percentage of the country went to
school, baseball was the sole national sport. These days when
more and more are exposed at
least to the rudiments of first
year composition, professional
football keeps gaining in popularity.
Teaching has become one of
the largest of American professions. School construction must
figure largely in what the politicians like to call our gross natonal product. Nor is there any
end in sight.
If the giant redwoods were
felled tomorrow they wouldn't
provide all the lumber we need
for classroom desks.
Boys and girls become Republicans, or Democrats, or Independents, or Single Taxers at home
but citizenship, such as it is, is
taught in the schools.
With the exception of unskill-

ed labor, most of which is now
being automated out of industry,
all training is entrusted to the
schools.
No one gets a job any more
and learns its routine by asking
the man beside him how it's
done; no one gets a job unless
he has had specific training .
During the next week or two
school again resumes. Hundreds
of thousands of teary mothers
will put little Cissy on the
school bus for the first time and
hundreds of thousands of young
men and women will be facim;
classes for the first time.
And the question is: is it all
worth it? After all this expense
and effort, we are still a nation
that by and large has trouble
spelling: and millions of us think
"finalize" is a reasonably sensible verb; millions upon millions
of us read less than one book a
year, while millons more simple read the non-books, the subliterature about how to pull off
party gags, how to get something
for nothing from God, or how to
make yourself glamorous.
Though school affects every
nerve and fiber of our national
being, we are still in the experimental stage," still brides and
bridesgrooms, not yet wives and
'husbands.
Despite all this, despite even
the severe criticism of our systems, the American public shool
process is one of the noblest
principles ever enunciated by a
people.
No matter where there are
marginal people in America, the
unemployed and unemployable
in West Virginia coal towns, the
Negro sharecroppers in the
South, the first generation
Americans in our big cities, all
of them know the one true route
to the center of American life is
through the schools.
The school system may be a
shaky and unbalanced arch, but
it is still a gateway wide enough
for most, and perhaps one day
it will be wide enough for all.
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Keep Up The Protests
Several columns back, t h e
writer expressed his opinion
that the announcement by major civil rights leaders that dem-

onstrations would be curtailed
was an unwise one. We are in
full agreement that there is a
white blacklash and that there

Since taking my stand at the
Republican National Convention
that I could not possibly support
Senator Barry Goldwater, I have
been amazed and gratified at the
volume and tone of mail which
has been coming to me in my
New York office.
Naturally, there has been
some correspondence from people who take strong exception
to my views about Senator Goldwater and from others who agree
with me but who do not feel I
should campaign for President
Lyndon Johnson.
Overwhelmingly,
however,
my mail has been approving of
my opinion that it would be a
grave error for Americans to
elect a man who reflects the dangerous and shifting views which
the Arizona Senator has voiced.
Many people have written,
volunteering their aid to the National Committee of Republicans
and Independents for Johnson. I
have signed up to do whatever I
can with this committee which
was created by the vigorous and
eloquent Walter S. Mack.
Mack, former president of the
Pepsi-Cola Company, is a noted
political leader and fund-raiser.
He is taking time out from his
many business interests—at a
great personal sacrifice—to fight
the threat of Goldwaterism.
I am inviting any of the readers of this column who want to
ioin the political crusade against
Goldwater to write to Mr. Mack
at Republicans and Independents
for Johnson at 8 W. 40th St., New
York City. Mr. Mack and his staff
will tell you how you can form
local groups to aid this cause.
I am trying to answer each individual letter personally. However, the tremendous volume
means that this will take some
time. I want to take this means
of expressing gratitude to all
those who have written to express their support of my stand.
I also appreciate those notes
from persons who do not agree.
Most of the dissents are from
people of good will and sincere
convictions. There have been a
few, typical of some of the more
fervent Goldwater-ites, which
have expressed racial bigotry,
nasty personal remarks and resentment that a Negro should be
outspoken in his cause.
is a danger that this blacklash
could result in a great disaster
— the election of Sen. Barry
Goldwater
We also agree that the civil
rights leadership had a right to
reflect a deep concern over the
growing resentment to the lust
demands of the Negro PeoPicl
because of the regrettable and
unforgiveable rioting and racial
disorders which has taken place
in some dties.
Knowing full well the odds, I
do not believe that bending supine backs to the blacklash is
going to advance the cause of
civil rights. Traditionally, the
American white man seems to
interpret tolerance and patience
and forbearance on the part of
the Negro as cowardice.
Furthermore, as James Farmer, the head of CORE (which has
refused to join in the moratorium) points out, the effect of doing away with demonstrations
altogether might give the Goldwaterites the feeling that if they
elect their darling, they can look
forward to the elimination of
demonstrations for all time.
.You already hear them shouting on the streets words which
are the equivalent of: "Elect
Barry. He'll do away with all
this nonsense."—the "nonsense"
being peaceful and legal protest
to which every American is
constitutionally entitled.
Onemore reason why I con-

For these kooks we have only
contempt. Their sickness is just
another reason why the Senator
must be defeated, come November.
Some of the letters we have
received have caused us grave
concern. These are from people
who say that they cannot vote
for Goldwater, but who also feel
that they cannot support Johnson. They assert that Mr. John•
son's civil rights record, up until
1960, was much less than to be
desired.
What will these people au,
then? I fear that they will stay
away from the polls, not realizing that, by doing so, they will
be helping Goldwater. To them I
would say that I cannot — nor
would I — white wash the fact
that the LBJ civil rights record,
prior to 1960, was a bad one.
But isn't it better to have a
man who, in 1964, is both saying
and doing bold and forthright
things in civil rights — than to
entrust our future to a man who
claims he had a good civil rights
record in the past but who. in
1964, seeks to gain the Presidency by capitalizing on white resentment to demands for Negro
justice?
Furthermore, as I have often
stated. I am opposed to Barry
Goldwater, not only because I
consider him an enemy of cur
cause as Negroes, but because I
am frankly afraid to see the
country led by such a man. Without national security and the
preservation of world peace, civil rights for the Negro is a meaningless phrase.
1 implore every Negro citizen
who is against Goldwater not to
rid and abet his campaign by
staying home from the polls.
President Johnson has demonstrated some firm and sane leadership since he inherited the
mantle of the Presidency.
Let's give him a chance, as the
elected choice of the nation, to
continue. For God's sake, and for
America's, let's not put the reins
of government into the hands of
a man who doesn't seem to know,
from day to day. exactly what
he believes.
Lot's register and vote — and
get as many friends and relatives
and neighbors to do the same.
Let's back Johnson and buck
Barry.
sider the announced decision of
the leadership unfortunate is
that it is a violation of what is
accepted as good strategy is
psychological warfare. You just
don't tell the enemy all your
plans. Just suppose the leaders
had agreed to curtail demonstrations, except when absolutely necessary. Suppose they had
agreed to keep this plan secret
and had announced only that
the major emphasis of the civil
rights thrust would now be directed toward voter registration.
We believe this would have
been the wisest and most effective procedure.
Our final reason for opposing
the ban of the leadership is that
the ban seems to imply that the
civil rights cause is responsible
for the rioting.
While the disorders may have
arisen as an outgrowth of the
frustrations of suppressed and
subjugated people, the civil
rights movement is no more responsible for riots than Martin
Luther King's forces, marching
in Birmingham, were responsible for the brutality of Bull O'Connor's police dogs and fire
hoses.
I am not for riots. But this is
a revolution and you can't have
a revolution without repercussions. You can't pass a civil
rights bill requiring Americans
to change social habits overnight
and expect everyone to react
with sweet conformity.
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... I Second The Motion

Dems' Choice

411

En route to the Presidential jet for the trip froni
Washington to Atlantic City, President Johnson
walks with his choice as running mate. Sen. Hubert Horatio Humphrey, (D-Minn.). Before the

pair alighted from the plane in Atlantic City,
newsmen in Convention Hall received word that
Humphrey was President Johnson's choice. (UPI
Telephoto)

Mrs. Patricia Roberts Harris makes seconding
speech for the nomination of President Johnson,
in a brief, but eloquent address. Mrs. Harris is
one of the President's female appointees, servRights.
ing on the President's Committee on
(UPI Telephoto)

'All We Want Is Freedom
Bith
directiw of the Student Non.Violent
Coordinai lug Committee (SNC(') in Mississippi,
addresses demonstrators outside Convention
I lull. I.ater, the demonstrators listened to fevered speech by Bayard Bustin, one of the lenders
of the March on Washington. (UPI Telephoto)
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Governor Otto Kerner (left), with Mayor Richard
J. Daley at his side, holds press conference prior
to nomination by acclamation of President Johnson as the Democratic Party's choice to head the
national ticket. (UPI Telephoto)

'Flying Fisheye' View
This overall view of Convention Hall, made by a
Nikon Fisheye (180 degree) camera, was shot

from imp( rcar of cavernous aruna. Top of phoTelephoto)
to shows the :,peahers' rostrum.
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Alabama delegate Eugene "Bull' Connor, (back
to camera), not known for his compassion, cups
his hands on.ears of fellow delegate Earl Goodwin. The Alabama delegation met and decided to
show up at the convention despite party ruling
that they had to sign loyalty oath. Though they
attended opening sessions, the delegation left the
convention floor as did the regular Mississippi
group. (UPI Telephoto)
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Outside — A Vigil For Freedom
Civil Rights demonstrators who marched and
staged massive sit-downs urging the seating of
•the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party, huddle to keep dry in a driving rainstorm. (UPI Telephoto)

Georgia Meets Illinois
State Sen. Leroy Jolmson speaks to members of
the Illinois delegation. The legislator congratulated the delegation for seating members of the
MF'DP with them. (UPI Telephoto)

Running Mates (And Mates)
Sen. Hubert Humphrey waves to ,crowd as the
Democratic ''ticket' and their families take their
places in Presidential box. At left is Mrs. Muriel

and 'at right, President and Mrs.
Humphre
Johnson. (UPI Telephoto)
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Letche, Mrs. S. W. Qualls, Mn. son, Miss Loretta Evans, Mrs.
Mlaa Josephine
Whitthorne, E. W. Barnett Mrs. J. R. SimpMiss Helen J. Coburn, Mr. and . son, Mrs. Odessa Johnson, Miss
Mrs. Sylvester Sarton, M i sal Arealia Bonds, Mrs. Jessie Lee
Brenda J. Jones, Miss Betty'Morris, Miss Rose Ann Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. James McClain. 'Archibald, Miss Ann Kirk, Mr. Miss
Phyllis Reed, Mr. and Mr,
arid Mrs. Paul Kirk, and Mrs.
Robert Wright, Mrs. Carrie M
Laverne K. Jones.
Scott. Mrs, Mary J. Smith, Mia
Alvin Crawford, Mrs. Thrift a n d Mrs.
Addison Winfre .
"
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Charles;John H. Scott,
Mrs. Lillie Ma,
Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Andersorn Holloway,
Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Woods, Mrs. Josephine Bridges. Jackson, Misses
Mildred and:
Me and Mrs. James Donoho, Rosemary
Miles, Miss Betty a
And also Mrs. Viola Knee- Sue Taylor,
Miss
land, Miss Louella Prince Miss Mrs. French Hunt Carol Bass,
... and many, lj
Mary Helm, Miss Betty Jeffer- many others.

SOCIETY
•
•

Merry Oa-Round
By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

•
•

ims•smosin••••NE••••••
September is not only'outstanding for Labor Day ... did
you know it is really New Year's too? Labor Day seems only
to emphasize the fact because it ushers in the beginning of
labors that run a long cycle. Once again thousands of people
everywhere have a definite place to be at a definite time ...
and so the playing ends.

This brings me into the subject of Teachers In-Service
Workshops, which took on new dimensions this year. The
weather at this time of year is usually hot and humid making
it very uncomfortable to meet in the old school buildings.
And so plans were made in the spring before school closed to
have subject areas meetings in air-conditioned rooms by many
of the group chairmen in the high school division. A few
remained in the Washington High School, however, the following groups took advantage of other facilities,
Business Edaeation met in the plush atmosphere of Union
Protective Life Insurance Company; Foreign Language Section held sessions at LeMoyne college. Seminar Room; Science
Section met in the Alumni Room of LeMoyne College; Music
Section met at the Holiday Inn on Bellevue; and the Health
and Physical Edinittion Section held forth at Roll-A-Way
Lanes. It is telt by all that these comfortable, attractive .surroundings was conoueive to more effective sessions than have
Veen held previously. Time seemed to fly by with interest
NEWLYWEDS AND PARENTS
mounting all the tiroe.
Following their recent wedding at the Mississippi blvd.
Prudent. Jr., parents of the bride; Mr. and Mrs. Davis,
Nevertheless, a sad not was cast over the In-Service
Christian church, parents of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan R. Davis
and Dr. and Mrs. Walter S. Davis, the groom's parentS,
Workshop period with the death and funeral of the foster
of Nashville.—il'hotias by Billy Duncan)
son of one of our ta loved supervisors, Mrs. Lucille H. Brewer. I Pose with them. From left are Mr. and Mrs. James R.
All of the teachers shared her bereavement and her tremendous courage as she carried on her duties in the Elementary J
j attending were: Mr. and Mrs.1
Workshop as usual. May the knowledge that we care, sustain
' Edward Seay, maternal grand-,
•
,
you, Mrs. Brewer.
.
parents of the bride, Chicago;j
•/•
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority proudly honored its national
dr. and Mrs. James prudent,'
president, Dr. Geraldine P. Woods, with a banquet at the
Sr., paternal grandparents ofl
Flame Restaurant last week. En route to her home in Los
the bride; Miss Anita Hughes.
groum's sister, Nashville; laIrs.j
Angeles, with her husband, Dr. Robert Woods, a former Mem- By MRS. EMOGENE WILSON Jalk organza fashioned with a BEST MAN
; Neal McAlpin, Mrs. John H.
phian, and three children, the president stopped to visit
Climaxing t h e Bluff City j bateau neckline of alencon lace' Best inan was the
groom's, Collins, Mrs. Mabel Crooks and
relatives and to meet with the Memphis Alumnae chapter. !summer social season was the
seeded with pearls, long brother, George Hughes, Nash. daughter, Carana; Mrs. S. H.
Dr. Woods had just presided over the Annual Executive brilliant wedding which united
sleeves, a n d a dome-shaped ville. Groomsmen were James Freeman, Miss Aurelia Free-,
Board Meeting which met in Washington, D. C. at the Shore- Miss Eldon Elizabeth Prudent,
.1•,
110a,r1;, Miss Lois 11 Daniel, Mrs.:
skirt festooned with appliques - Prudent, bride's brother, Ty- 1
ham Hotel. Miss Maggie McDowell, Southern Regional Direc- I daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.j
ii Macklin Forrest Strange,
of alencon lace seeded with rone Smith, William Wilks,
tor, and Mrs. Mary W. Collier, national nominating commit- , Prudent, Jr., 354 Decatur St. J
all
of Nashville. Mr. and Mrs.,
and Ivan R. Davis, son of Dr. pearls and fashioned with a • William Kean, Henry Kean,
Willie
EarljCharles
tee chairman, also attended this meeting.
Rainer, Jr. and Mr.
both of Nashville;
and Mrs. Walter S. Davis, Ten- fan-shaped chapel train.
Her Bates William
, and Mrs. Alvin Rainer, Mrsa
One of the highl.ghts of the conference and a social event nessee State University, Nash
Woods
Woods,
Josh
-T
helma Johnson, Mrs. James
headlined in the W ashington press was Delta's reception for ville, on Saturday, August 22 full length veil of illusion fell Grid‘e'r -and
Wilburn
j
from a cap of French roses
-. Reynolds, all of Chicago, vela-,
both of Nashville.
Distinguished WIDIT1( II in Government, seven of whom are at Mississippi Blvd. Christian
seeded with pearls. She carried
Shervf 1,vnn Smith. cousin tives of the bride.
church.
members of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
'a large bouquet of white roses.
of the bride was a charming J MORE GUESTS
The Rev John C. Mickle, pasMrs. Esther Li Marta one of the Distinguished Women
Mrs. Janice Woods, sister of flower
girl: Keith Hamilton, J Miss Jo Ann Holbert, Kan-1
tor of Second Congregational the bride, was matron of honorj
honored, was present also at the banquet given by the
sas City, Dr. and Mrs. McKinley
Mem- church officiated
in the ab- and wore a sleeveless pink satin son • of Mr.,. ,and Mrs. Henry
phis Alumnae chapter. Mrs. La Marr of Detroit. was
.Exum, Calif., Mrs. Lois Towles,
Hamilton
appoint- sence of Elder Blair T. Hunt
ring-bearer
floor
length
formal
fitted
with
ed Confidential Assistant and Deputy to the
Administrator who was confined to the hospi- bodice and semi-full skirt. Her The bride's parents enter. Caesar, Mrs. Johnetta Horsy '
of Veteran's Administration i n Washington,
D. C by Presi- tal. Mrs. Charlotte Polk render- headpiece was large rose styled tained at a reception' in the both of Los Angeles; Mr. and
Mrs. Milton L. Baltimore, Indent Johnson.
ed beautiful organ music and with a full veil. She carried a East F.xhibit Room at the Municipal Auditorium. Mrs. Pim'dianapolis, and Miss Queen L.
Mrs, La Marc ha:: been in the city for a week,
together accompanied Miss Joyce Gates, bouquet of deep pink roses ar- dent w o r e
j
a floor-length Washington, Nashville.
with another official, Bill Wells, on business
ranged in a cascading effect
for the Veteran's the soloist,
----- sheath gown of turquoise chit- A few of the early arrivals
Administration. However, she was called back to
The altar was beautifully with matching ribbon.
Detroit
ii tphr ape
oftdm ,„t‘
loaougde soie fashion- at the reception were, Mr. and
suddenly because rf the death of her mother.
decorated. The large floral arBridesmaids wore dresses of
matching cape. Mrs. Harry T. Cash, Mrs. Au- •
rangements placed on b of la deep rose identical to that of
Both Dr. Woods and Soror La Mary were
Davis
e a 0 s e a short' gusto Sellers, IVI i s s Jeanette
Mrs.
presented cor- sides in front
consisted of a the matron of honor in design: sheath of aqua crepe
sages by the chapter president, Miss Mose Yvonne
•fashioned Graham Mrs. H. A. Gilliam,:
Brooks in variety of pink and white flow- and carried bouquets of light
behalf of the Memphis Alumnae chapter.
They addressed the ers fashioned with southern pink roses. Their pillbox head- with a beaded crystal bodice, Mrs. G. T. Howell and doughassembled groua and Dr.
and flowing panels in the back ter, Lynn; Miss Bonnie Lillie,
Woods used the oPPortunity to smilax. Elegant candelabra, pieces were accented with veil-j
Misses!with a short bolero. Both wore,Is
Bliiassahlawlaatittioe m
H.E6B.
aorise.ne
ialesIsl,RM
answer que.itions hom the body,
holding multiple lighted tapers!ing. Bridesmaids were
white orchid corsages.
Among those present on this happy
arranged
were
in
an
ascending!
Helen
bride's
sister,'
Prudent,
occasion were: Doris
dins, Mr. and Mrs. Cato W.
HOSTESSES
Hudson, Geraldine Mitchell, Addle
Owen, Rosa A. Robinson, formation leading to a back- Geraldine Gray, Corine Hamil-:. Hostesses for the reception Howard, Sr., Miss Mose Yvonne
ground of woodwardia and smi- ton, Annie Pearl Falls, Nadine
Marilyn E. Watkins, Beulah Williams,
Grace Collins Brandon,
were Misses Yvonne Jordan;Brooks, Miss A. Whitaker, Miss
lax
Sallie Bartholomew. Vera T.
Cobble, Chicago: Beverly Gil-1, ancl
Howell. Dorothy Westbrook, BRIDE'S
Harrieta Jacox. Ushers at: Erma Lee Laws, Mrs. J&wel
GOWN
rerlsa.
Hdarm
larnge
Lois Tarpley, Challotte Brooks
ta:Ho
G
Aoto
s aao
Bgrehid
the wedding were Henry Lark- Gentry Hulbert, Mrs. A n n
Polk, Lottie Brooks, Phyllis .
Given in marriage by her fa- Mrs.
B
Brooks, Bernice Abron, Raychelle
Carhee, Mona Brooks, Mat- (her, the radiant bride was love- Jeannine Kean, both of Nash- ric,lae and Arthur Turner. Jr. .Franklin Benson, Miss Rosa A.
tie Crossley Lois Gialer, Leola
rhe young couple, both re- Robinson, Mrs. H. A. Collins,
Gilliam, Ann L. Willis, Maggie Iv in an original gown of white ville.
cent graduates of Tennessee, Sr., Mr. a n d Mrs. Whittier
McDowell. Mary Collier, Hattie
House, Norma Griffin, Ossie —
— State university will reside in j Sengstaeke, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carter, Minerva Hancock, Eleanor
Currie, Janet Lewis:Erne; Martha. wha lives in Brooklyn, N.Y. with her family.
Nashville where the groom will Harold Thomas.
tine Cunniagharn, F lorida
Collins, Vernealure Patterson,'
The lovely Twy la Myles, daughter of Mrs. Charleston enter Meharry Medical College
Also Mrs. B. L. Clark. Dr.
Freddie Ray, Claueia Stanbury.
rk
e,
Louise Davis, MaryleeBu
Myles left last
v. eek-end for Mount
e bride will teach in the and Mrs. W. H. Young, Miss
in am- the
Saint SeholasncaI
Harriet Walker, Johnnie M.
loies opu
public
,,
,
Rodgers. Delores Brack, Addie Atchison. Kansas whare she will begin her freshman atilt in Nashville
Bettie J. Crittenden, Mr. and
schools.
Jackson, June Glee r, Jane
McCullar, Lynn Howell. and Jana college. The (hairung young lady is a graduate of Father ; Scores off guests gathered at Mrs, J. K. Davis, Miss Erdyne j
Davis,
the
and the reception A. Corley, Miss Patricia Mc- .
Bertrand High Schaol, and will Sc one of only
NeW,F0 .
to greet the young couple. Some Clellan, Miss Iris Roberts, Miss ,
The Graduate chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority girls enrolled at the college. Best wishes Twyla.
, of the many oat of town u"Is M a r v I.. Polk, Mrs. Morris
held its Executive Meeting at the residence of
Soror Lucy
Suttles in Lakeview Gardens last weekend. They
discussed
plans for their annual "Roundup" for college
freshmenwomen to be held in September at the residence
of Soror
Hattie Jacks, n in Lakeview Gardens.
I
Other business included their annual fall
dance to be
held in Novembee Officers present at
the meeting were:
Velma Lois Jones, basileus: Elena Mardis.
anti-basileus; Juanita Chambers. grammateus, Edith Willis, emstolus: Hattie
Smith, anteepistolus; Hattie Jackson, tarniochus. Helen C.
Shelby, philactur; Ethel Perkins, chairman of budget, Mae
Fitzgerald. advisor to Beta Tau chapter, Gloria Spight Lindsey, Lucy Stalks, Clcria Massey, and Wilma Sueing,
The LeMoyne Club of Memphis. idle during the summer
months, will meei this Sunday. September 6 at 5:00 p.m. in
the Hollis F. Prize Library.
Stocked Up for Fashion
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, president, said initial business
will include plan•tiog for a dance in the fall and a play in
These are the Greatest
November.
Ton - Block
Mrs. Clarence Childs and daughter, Ruby Row and Mrs.
Cleo Bowden of West Helena, Ark., have returned home after
spending the summer attending school at Memphis
State. 1
The madmen are teachers in West Helena. Ruby
Rose, a high'
school senior, attended classes for high school students at
j
LeMoyne College.
Mrs. Childs and her daughter, are cousins of Mrs.
Angie
. Mitchell, a Tri-State Defender staff member, with
Open Look and Really
whom they
lived during their stay.
The
Mrs. Mary Walton Collier spent her third summer as
Black"MOS,". $395
a
National Science Fellow at the Institute for High
School and
College Math teachers at Oberlin College. At the
close of the
Institute she journeyed to New York where she
visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ingram and son Keith;
and Mrs. Noustine Green and daughters Mary and Denise.
Go In The Latest
Mrs. Ingram and
Mrs. Green ale the former Houstine and
Our "Snootie"
Harrine Collier of
Memphis.
Black, Brown or

.SATUR

Ear

Brilliant Wedding Unites
p
rominent Fami les Hei-e

•

1960

1959

1958

fashion wits adore knits!
1962

39.15
and this pure wool double knit by Butte is the
season's smartest . . . the textured knit skirt and
jacket combine with the flat knit twin -button blouse
to make an eye-catching costume . . . choose
sapphire blue, ruby red, black or emerald ... sizes
8 to 18 . . . just one of a wonderful collection of
Fall's newest knits priced from 24.95 to 79.95.

Mrs. Collier ;yawned via Washington, D. C. where she
attended the Execetive Board Meeting of Delta. She is the
national nominating committee chairman. She chose the Skyline Drive and the Blue Ridge Mountains as her route home
by auto.
Vacationing here from Altadena, Calif.., a former Memphian, Mrs. Benneta Thompson Keeley and children are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. McDolak Bucke on Davis St.
Many parties are bin"? arranged for her. Mrs. Keeley is the
sister of Mrs Florine Scullock.
Avery Grant, youngest sort of the late Rev. J. A. G.
Grant who pastt,red Second Congregational Church many
A "Lo" Boot Look
years ago was in town briefly with his wife and baby daughThat's A Most
ter, They were enroute to Jamaica, New York, for a family
Block
reunion prior to his leaving for Germany for three-year duty.
Mrs. Grant, the widow of Rev. Grant lives in Jamaica, and
the others expected to he there are, James Grant and his
family of seven children who are coming from San Francisco,
he retired recentty as an army officer; William (Bill) Grant
and family who w.11 conic front Sp'ingfield, Mass., and •a

LANDRES

•

BS S. MAIN

•

1959
S16•4151
1960

1962
Handstitched Vamp
Black, Tan, Brown

363

1956

in fashion

INS

a

$960

1960

1962
FOR THE YOUNGER SET!
1960

1962

1959
Tan

S495

"The" Strap Black, Red, Ton

$398

utter's

$398

4

1961

STYLE SALON. vu,sl Poe,

...-eack &whoa

$495

1963

Downtown
13 S. Main

Lamar Airways
Shopping Center
Sr

Smart Little Man
Look - Black $398

North Gate
Shopping Center

Memphis, Tenn.

1961

Mrs. '
Simp-

miss

e Lee:
)oper,
Clain.
I Mr
•ie
1, Me
afre,‘
Mae ;
W.
and •
Betty
Ba
nab.
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1

CITY - U.S. GOVERNMENT - MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE INVITED TO THE
;EST DEALS FITTED FOR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON OUR USED CAR
PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ETC.

THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK - USED CAR SHOPPERS
Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display of Bargains ,
Better Values To The Customers
Lower Prices More and Better Cars To Choose From
Fair Dealing with People-Who Appreciate Your Business
-‘,....R.
..r.
, ,.., .........•

.- • #1,.
0 .
‹
•
000,0

. • .i'

‘1..:

•

BETTER BUY AT

,

6,

g

•
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FORD
HERFF
2450 SUMMER
III THE MUSTANG
HERE
... , i IS

THE LID'S 0 t..E
lit 41. _ il RU3stid. -REtvit

•,...oils,frarmi
Oldsmobile.
.,
--- _6w
-

See The All New

1

1964 MUSTANG
Now On Display

-

EVERYTHING
GOES!

SORORITY HONORS PRESIDENT

DOWN

Mrs. Richardson Reveals Weddingshe

NEW YORK - (UPI) - Mrs. Richardson saiC
Mrs. Gloria Richardson, who married Frank Dandrige last
led Negro Cemonstrations fl week. Both have been marriedb
Cambridge, Md., for more than,once before.
a year, revealed she has marri- Dandrige, of New York, met
ed a freelance photographer. Mrs. Richardson while on asShe said she plans to withdraw signment in Cambridge last
from active civil rights work. year.

39 Ford Wagon
o.,

9-passenger
Country
Sedan.
Has everything,
08 per mo.
.
• Notes $39

,
-,

' ...

ness lor the Veterans Administration. Left to right standing: Sorors Mary W. ('ollier, Maggie McDowell, Southern
Regional Director, Dr. Woods, Esther La Starr, Mose
Yvonne Brooks, chapter president and Janet Lewis, vicepresident-iPhoto by Billy Duncan)

Memphis Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority'
held a banquet at the Flame Restaurant in honor of its
national president, Dr, Geraldine Woods, She is shown
with some of the local officers and another distinguished
soror Mrs. Esther La Marr, in Memphis on official bust-

PHONE 525.2209

DON'S
AUTO UPHOLSTERY
"CUSTOM MADE*
SEAT COVERS - CONVERTIBLE TOPS - ARM RESTS
HEADLINING - DOOR & SIDES • FLOOR CARPETS
TRUCK SEATS • ROLLS & PLEATS

•

'58 Chev. Impala

1960 Olds. 98
H.T., Autom. R.H., P.B.S., Fact. Air.
:

34 Ford 1/2-Ton

$1695

*1963 TR 4 Triumph
R. H., Convt,

..

$1995

..

s2195

•.

1

power
Automatic.
steering.
sood shape.
Notes $21.03 per Ina*

v-a.

R8c1I, automatic.
Notes
$24.20 Per 171°.

39 Ford Cony.
V-8, automatic. Good shape.
.38 Per aria.
Notes $34
39 Ford V-8

1

Straight .irive. , Sharo as
tack.
38 per me..
.
Notes $34

1995

1960 Ford Fairlane
500 R.H., Autom. P.B.S.

1995

1962 Pont. Cat. 4 Dr.
Sedan, R.H., Autom, Air.

195

1959 Mercury
2 Dr. Sedan, R.H., Autom.

$1495,

1960 Olds. Cony?
R. H., Autom. P.S.B.

$50.79 per mo.

'61 Chev. Impala
163 Falcon

'58 Olds "88"

$ 1695

4-dr. Sharp AA a tack.
Notes $36.81 per ma.
'

'60 'ord

5995

1959 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom. R.H., P.S.B., Air Cond.

•

RusseH Reeves
0LDSM0B114.

I Mon

-BR

6-6613

Falrlan• "500" 4-door. One
owner. Low mileage.
mo.
Notes

$36.04 per

FORD
.
HERFF
2450 SUMMER
4584151

'II

Tnkrtarrurent- •

FELTON G. CLARK,
President

Golden Anniversary
The physical plant of the school in 1914
consisted of one large frame house, the former plantation home, and several small houses
and cabins surrounding it. Southern had an
enrollment of 48 boys and girls, and a faculty of nine.

Free Advice
Esrpla;n Your Problem to
• Skilled Service Mecha,,c
No Unnecessary Weiting

diONSIIIDNI11111•1111••1111111•••••••••11.11•01
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

•

$2095

1962 Olds. F-85
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W.
f

3979278

HILL PLUMBING & TILE CO.
549 S COOPER

$3/.55 per

$1095

,Variet4_,
•

Southern University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

ECONOMY
SERVICE

158 Buick

1960 Olds. R.H
Autom., Solid White
0

Th. IMPALAS
The LAR-GOES
SNOW STOPPERS

WE ARE SERVING FOOD NOW
BLUE MONDAY-EVERY MONDAY

24.1411.
FAST
2•WAY
RADIO

Century H.T. Like New
mo.
Notes
1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom., R. H. Factory Air

A DM.
41.2f

Maortcs Flit Hulbert, N.C.

"N.0 UNNECESSARY DIGGING
*-SINK LINES - TOILETS
BATHS - TRAPS - DOWNSPOUTS
SAME RATES - ANY TIME
ANYWHERE

$1295

•

M

AVERY SWIM
1t00 P.M. TILT
VARIETY SNOW
11••terIne
GENE "SO LEGS" MILLER

SEWERS and DRAINS

'62 Ford

4-Door Hardtop. Loaded
51 per MO.
.
Notes $39

1960 Olds. 88
4 Dr., Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B.

8till9 FREE

1, 9OM Acim.75F
10"TILL?

2953 S. THIRD

Galaxie "SOO". Has everything
Notes
•

PAOM -

iliro

$67.39

4-Door Hardtop. Leaded
11 per nio.
.
Notes $54

SAVE

VF

Room
0..-LilDiES
- FR

Also have a few Mud & Snow Tires
just $1" More

.

Galaxie "500." Air-conditioned.
per rno
Notes

$39,5

1956 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan

EDNESDAY

PLUS RECAPPABLE TIRE

a

163 Ford

$2095

ii0.363 F-85 4 Dr. Sedan
Fact. Air., New Car Warranty

I

'58 Chev. 4-Dr.

$995

t4CLOCir

LAAINGO

670-15 $7.95
710-15 7.95
760-15 8.45
800-15 8.95
750-14 7.45
800-14 7.95
850-14 7.95

-

1959 Pont. 4 Dr., Sedan
R. H , Autom. P.S.B.

i

Guaranteed
Recaps

36 Ford

$995

,•,•Gr-,4i13, TENN

t

.
PPettgato
trI

P!r:

V-8, automatic. air-conditioned.
A real bargain.
.
Notes $43
79 per mo.

FREE OIL
For As Long As You Own The Car!
1961 Ford 2 Dr., R. H.,
Straight Drive

SALES LAST
FRI. Thru SUN.

37 Chev. H.T.
Be! Air V-8, Automatic
Notes
$39.44 Per Pm.
39 Ford , Gal.

s695

1958 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan
R.N., P.S.B., Tutone Finish

CON 3ENE,ELI

HOOVER'S TEXGAS SERVICE STATION AND TIRE SHOP

Pickup. V-8. Good Shape
Notes $22.61 Per • m°
'

s1295

1959 Olds. 98 Holiday
Sedan, Autom. R.H., P.S.B., Air.

1962, Chev. Wagon
R. H. Autom. Full Power Air.

HOOVER'S TEXGAS
SERVICE STATION

Hardtop. Real Bargaih
Notes $36.81 per mo.

OLDSMOBILE

NO DOWN PAYMENT
E-Z-TERMS

you qualify

.ie Check These Prices & Cars v Sok
ft
..,_
0,4e
I
lir0 v.
S . Before You Go Anywhere
‘,.. e.,.
.,

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
CAR WASH $ I •• 1914
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.

8 ANA P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

WASH
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR
Baltic

•
•

3100 Summer at
Flo▪ w•wwwww••■•••••••••■••••••••••2

HELP WANTED
WOMEN
With National T.V. Advertising. Need intelligent Career Women. Age 28-50. Experience in
Direct Sales Field (Housewares, Cosmetics,
Books). Capable of training, and super,vising
others. Earn while you leartfour business. If
successful we guarantee $600.00 per month for
first year. For interview write P. 0. Box 311
in confidence, Tri-State Defender.

1964
YEARS

In the past 50 years the school has grown
to a nationally-recognized institution of higher
learning, with an enrollment of more than
5,000 students, a faculty of more than 300, and
a physical plant valued at over $35 million.
CURRICULA: Arts and Sciences, Engineering,
Law, Pre-Dental, Health, Physical Education,
Recreation. Social Work, Music, Agriculture,
Pre-Medical,Industrial Technology-,Commerce,
Home Economics, Pre-Ministerial, Education
and Graduate.
For Further Information Contact:
THE REGISTRAR
Southern University
Southern Branch, P.O.
Baton kouge. Louisiana 70313

4•16

DEFENDER

BRICK BRADFORD

THE CISCO KID
yogi TA/C,e-E0
FiK
MS!
,
THE TOP ANC
TAKE ME EAcK
TO MR OWN

TIME!

SKIL

-loutZ CHANCE
OP eIo4HG To _AnARE RATHER

RamOTS,KIT! I
sAIO I musr rAor
TO /2,So4i/2 THE
TOP!

1!1

I
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:AO
At:S
%
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'
• 44.Er,e1C•de GANO5 7-Mr 7z20".4.40m5 7745oA,
Ce-A4A40‘,5 ,c,e5wt-b1 R/WERA,...
I'LL. STILL MAKE AN
ATTennpr To Fly TH6
OUR. FOOD CONCENTRATES
VVON'T LAST FOREVER!

VERY wELL.I I'LL,
HELP YOU, I'D
SE SETTER OF
RETURNING TO
OUR OWN TiAn
AND GOING TO

I THINK YOU'RE
RIGHT, Sur CON'?"
06 TOO

erimisric!

WAIT, 5210‹, I HAVE
WHY DIDN'T
AN IDEA..., wfLL TH6 L THINK OF THAT? WE
Tos
, TiL.L pL.Y IN
GO TO ANOTHER PLANET
1PAC6
WHERE THERE IS
YOU'RE A LIVING DOLL,
KIT! HMN! NEVER
THOUGHT I'D SAY
THAT!
/-(454.4.
•1

?"e,
r

0

SECRET AGENT X9

ETTA KETT
ME MAY BOIN THERE!
STAND EAR!

REMEMBER,BABY-

PO exAcn..v WHATI
.5Ar2., ILL MEaT wej
AT THE DEPOT!

M!

DAD.' I'D SIMPLY
ADORE A FLIP
COAT TH15
WAITER

5ORQY.!I INAS
JUST CHECKING
OVER OUR
VACATION
BILLS-

THAT COAT Or TAN
YOU'RE WEARING
IS ALL I CAN AFFORD

BUT THE
FEATURE
STARTS
AT SEVEN FOTZTY.'
•-•

BIG BEN BOLT
HOW COME YOIXBE
PICKIN UP THIS
JOHNNY DUKE
CHARACTER,
CHAMP?

THE BIG
LOVE SCENE
DOESN'T GO ON
TILL EIGHT-TEN!!

SO
VICTO
The
domin
Leag
Jambo
hind
squad
in Mel.
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Two
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Roved
victori
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HENRY

LIKE HIM ,SPIDER.HE'S
HONEST. BESIDES,.,

I'VE BECOME VERY INTERESTED
IN WHAT HAPPENED-AND WHY.
SEEMS THE WHOLE MYSTERY
REVOLVES AROUND A MAN
NAMED MILO GNARTH.

WHERE TO, How's ABOUT YOU AND ME
JOHNNY?
PAYING A SOCIAL CALL ON
MILO GNARTH ?

NO
Who
man
Sonn.
conti
Th.
Ing
*van
on t
Listo
in N.
Att
ry o
WBA
duce
man
Th.
Cher
of t

SURE,I'LL
"FOLLOW THE
LEADER" WITH
YOU, HENRY!

4,0

YEAH-LOOKS LIKE
A PREP SCHOOL
FOR GHOSTS.

MR.GNARTH LEFT FOR ABROAD THE
DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY. WILL
THERE BE ANY MESSAGE?

YEAH-BUT
I'LL DELIVER.
IT IN PERSON.

•

POP EYE

DONALD DUCK
,/DONALO

B7631.22.

DONAL
3)
DUCK!
OH,NO!
HAR-HA-HO-HAW!

by
^e sa14.-es $,Itimata
,

(
HAR-H0
:
WHOOPS:)
HEE!

WHY DO
YOU EAT
SO MUCH?

I WANT TO GROW
UP TO SE STROP-46
LIKE COUSIN
POPEYE:

1

EATiN ISN'T ENOUGH!
VA 44ASTA ExERcise
; Too it) a IT
Mu6CLES!

THAT'S WHY
I
BOTH
HANDS
EAT!

USE

jl

JOE'S TOW

8.28
041

I CAN 0,0
HOME wm-iOuT
GETTING CALLED IN

ARF: ARP! I. WONDERS
HOW WIMPY tS MAKING:
OUT WITH THE KIOS
!

..:TO SHOW OP-:cAN
SHAKC HAVDS!

voNrr

use PEOPLE
WHO TRV TO TAKE MY
PEANUT SLITTER AKIID
JELLY SANT)Wici-I
AWAY VRoM ME!

•

•

IS,

')))-

8-29

FELIX THE CAT

FELIX THE CAT
HATE TO BEE AN
UNTRUTH IN
PRINT:

PAINT
WET

EVERYONE WILL THINK
THIS IS A FUNNYLCOKING
UMBRELLA!

-PAlt
WE

104x
PIMA

,
2,e•
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Princeton Seeks
Negro Applicants

SPORTS
HORIZON

PRINCETON, N. J. — (UPI)
AS a result of a Princetoni
University program "actively 1
seeking qualified Negro appli
cants", this fall's freshman
class at the Ivy League school 1
threatening to
WITH THE V4'01t1.1) BOXING Association
will include 13 American Necrown front Cassius Clay, and trying
heavyweight
the
take
groes.
his engaging in a rematch with Sonny
"There are many who think even harder to prevent
and fact finding'that we consult a
apropos
both
was
it
Liston
the university still follows so/
. . . With this in mind we
subject
the
on
holder
title
former
dolly restrictive policies of a
/
111/1/11111111111111111By BILL LITTLMINIMMIMMi
champion to discuss the isformer
a
Charles,
Ezzard
invited
by-gone day," university presi.
it stands
locked in a scoreless defensive
sues, pro and con, on the subject of boxing, where
SOUTHWEST, JAMBOREE
!dent Robert F. Goheen said.
WBA can hope to get in its plan
iite
far
how
just
and
I battle. Both teams show many
today,
VICTORS
But he rejected that assumpheavyweight scene and prevent a Clay-Liston
The Southwest continued its new faces in their starting linetion, saying, "we have been in- to stymie the
be said here and now that Charles disapproves
it
Let
rematch
domination in the annual Prep, ups.
tensifying and broadenning the
and doubts the legality of its announced Move
plan
WBA
League pre-season football l Proceeds from the game will
the
of
search for Negro esndidrtes."
It is Charles opinion that championchampion.
the
Jamboree by coming from be-be used to defray the costs of
dethrone
to
Alden
Admissions director F..
lost in the ring only, unless the champion
hind to edge the Northwest'insunng the players in the
and
%ton
be
can
ships
has
Dunham said Princeton
squad 20-12 last Friday night league. The Bluff City Coaches
decide to retire, which does not appear to be the immediate
trouble attracting Negroes in
in Melrose Stadium. The South- and Officials Association doplans of Cassius Clay. He talked at length on titles being taken
and
social
the past because
west won in a rout last year. nated the services of the offifrom fighters who refused to engage in contests but never from
the
limit
economic privation
Two quick touchdown strikes Mals that worked the game.
a man who is willing to fight all corners as is true in the
number of qualified Negro ap.
by Carver in their second COLLEGE COACHES WATCH
case of Cassius Clay.
plicants.
arter struggle with Lester, Several college coaches were
WITII THIS SETTLED our next questions was fiow a formis
Princeton
Dunham poled
MARKETERS MEET
moved the difference for the in town to watch the Jamer champion feels about the talents and fighting ability of the
were
taking part in the cooperative man who now holds the crown. Included in this question was
victorious South eleven before boree. Among the group
to discuss merchandising and customer
Charles W. Arnistead, left, recently approgram for educational oppor- one dealing with the rematch and what chances, if any, Lisan overflow crowd estimated members of the Rust staff of
service programs were J. Roland Phillips,
of
representative
sales
eclat
pointed
Conference,
Coast
the Gulf
tunity along with the seven oth- ton h-ad of regaining the title in a rematch. We also wanted
at over 5,000.
company
the
sales
for
manager
right, city
Bob "Razorback" Jones, a Vanette Johnson and assistant . Humble Oil and Refining company. Houser Ivy League schools and
if Charles believes Clay is the best fighter in the ring
and •14 other Humble dealers beside Deckton, Texas, is shown presenting a battery
promising passer before being U. S. Grant of Arkansas State
members of the Sister Seven- to know
today. His answers were "yes" to both questions. . . He beard. Amstead is graduate of Prairie View
tester door prize to Albert Deckard at a
sidelined last season with a A&M,and Shannon Little, chief
counterparts
their female
lieves and rather strongly, that Cassius Clay will whip Ciston
A & M College. Prairie View, Texas.
broken leg, showed no ill ef- scout for Tennessee A&I State. luncheon for thimble service station own, when and if they meet and thus gain the "recognition he IS
fects from the injury as his PREP SEASON OPENS
present
Also
territory.
Armstead's
ers in
due as a great battler," Said Charles "I did not see the actual
Two league games and one
sharp throws to a bevy of gluefight but saw the movies twice and was convinced at that time,
fingered receivers set-up two outside encounter pull the lid
as I am today, that Clay will defeat I.iston whenever they meet
touchdowns. Sylvester Scott on the Prep League campaign,
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. —(UPI) again. Clay has too much on the ball, is too fast for the very
and Jimmy Walker got the six- figured to be a four team fight i
Arkanthe
of
Washington,
president
The
—
Melrose,
pointers. Jones passed to between
slow Liston and will punch him crazy," says Ezzard Charles.
sas Democratic Voters Assoei- Then the former champion, now working on a youth program
Charles Callard for the extra Carver and Manassas. The
Negro
a
ation,
organization,:
arquartet of teams have the
point,
for Essernian Dodge, here in Chicago, added Cassius Clay is
said the group has organized ,
BTW PAR WITH MELROSE senals to break thru enemy deNegro, quite serious about fighting,. much more so than Liston or anycan
that
100,00
up
sign
to
unit
T.
drive
Booker
the
Wash- fenses and
Melrose and
one else in the game, lie trains harder than the others and more
voters for the November elec.
a
ington, co-champs in 1963, tie- best co-ordinate that scoring
consistently as well, the ex-champ concluded.
peered about evenly matched power with a defense of its own BALTIMORE — (UPI) — Al would take to win the pennant
tion.
WITH A DESIRE to question, even if not disagree with
in the opening quarter: how- will have a lot to say about Lopez, always the optimist, fi-, this year. Ile previously had
I. S. McClinton, the presiCharles on the subject of Cassius Clay's worthiness to the
ever, a long pass from Melrose who will wear the 1964 foot- gores his Chicago White Sox stated that 98 victories would
dent, said the group planned to
crown we had other things to ask about the Clay bandwagon.
quarterback Hank Bridgeforth ball crown.
won three games Sunday.
do the job, but he reduced the
hold community workshops to Among them Charles' reasons other than fact that he is chamto Bobby Smith, led to the only .
elated
than
more
boosting
Bertrand
Lopez was
number to 96—thereby
Lester and Father
acquaint voters with the con pion for putting Clay at the top of the field.
score of the period. Smith was was scheduled to raise the cur- . after Chicago -neat the Baltitwo
tents of the November general
ide open on the play that ate train on league action Thursday more Orioles, 30, to gain an the White Sox another
election ballot. Ile said the as
.games closer to his goal.
up 45 yards. Bridgeforth bounc- night. Friday night Douglass
even split of the weekend four.' Pitching will prove to be the
te sociation would also take a
,
ed off the right side to score
top
the
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and
series
game
stand on certain questions on
and Hamilton tangle
in the pennant
AL LOPEZ
from the seven
Manassas plays two teams in the American
ballot.
In the third quarter, Hamij_ aturday ninb.t
race, according to Lopez, "And Baltimore or the Yankees can the
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JackWhite
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' we have it," he emphasized. he eseplained.
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biggest Lopez also noted that both
When reminded that the Yenpoint edge when Lorenzo For- will be played the rejuvenated but Lopez called it their
will
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eat ran for the conversion after Melrose
victory of the year.
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scoring the touchdown. Hous- is
"After being down two games
in September,.
jeets are gone forever? Warner
Chaffin took in a deep it'll get a severe test with all Jo one, I'm very ha•,ipy with IY close together
Ile says he's not Bros. will release 10 two-reeladded he thought this non-plussed.
Charles Miller pass and out- of the games scheduled once
Lopez said. "But I and
or
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about
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worried
the split,"
raced the Hamilton secondary again for the orange Moundi'certainly
forraced
we could have would be a strain on their pitch. the Birds
wish
the goal line to complete field because traffic around won one more."
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"We're done with Baltimore
the 45 yard touchdown play. ' Washington stadium is still tied Lopez also said that he had "This means we can arrange
conand the Yankees," Lopez said.
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than
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PRINCE HALL MASONS

The Council of Deliberation of the Ancient and Accepted
ticottish Rite of Freemasonry, Prince Hall Affiliation,
State
of Tennessee, held its twelfth annual session
on the
campus of Tennessee State university as part
of the 94th

CAREER MEN WANTED

communication of Prince halls of Tennessee. Addressing
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Hall Sovereign Commander, Southern Jurisdiction. R. T.
Butler, to Lewis' left, presided.

Boy Scout Program Offers Excellent Opportunity
for Career Men.
Splendid openings for young men with college
degree in areas of Leadership, Organization, Administration, Promotion and Publicity.
Special Training Will Be Given at the
NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
New Jersey
Salaries
parrable with Teachers and other
Professions.
For Further Information Call
Chickasow Council B.S.A. Office
525-2351 - N.B. Powell

Investigating Philadelphia Riots

WASHINGTON -(UPI)- The FBI and the
city's police intelligence unit have started an investigation into the cause of the Philadelphia riots, Sen.
Joseph S. Clark, D-Pa., told the senate.
Clark said "there is not a scintilla of evidence"
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Be Wise Choose
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